


The next day, we learn that Mr. Smith has died suddenly.  Further, the local newspaper 
says that the country is now in a “recession.”  The owner of the other share of XYZ 
panics and offers their one share of XYZ for $51, which we quickly purchase. 

The “market price” of a share of XYZ stock has gone from $105 to $75 to $51.  We have 
spent $126 ($75 and $51) to buy two shares, which – based on the last sale – are said by 
the stock market to be worth $102.  Have we lost money?  Many investors would say 
“yes” since they view the “value” of their investments as whatever the stock market 
(which in this case is just one or two people) tells them.  However, for the long-term 
investor, the last sale price of the XYZ stock is irrelevant.  What matters to them is what 
the company is worth and since we believe Mr. Smith’s estate will repay his debt in full, 
the company’s value is $200 and each share is worth $100. 

Some time passes and Mr. Smith’s estate settles its debts.  Now, the XYZ company has 
$200 cash (instead of $100 cash and an IOU for $100) and our investment of two shares, 
purchased for $126 are similarly worth $200.  Thus, we have made a $74 profit. 

While simplistic, this example is what value investing is all about.  With a long-term 
horizon and a focus on a company’s “fair value” (e.g. what it is worth rather than what its 
stock market price is), we can take advantage of bargain stock prices to make good long-
term profits. 

++++++++++++ 
Housekeeping note: Fidelity Investments now offers on-line statements (e.g. instead of 
receiving your monthly statement by postal mail every month, Fidelity would send you 
an e-mail each month that directed you to Fidelity.com where you could view, print, 
and/or download your statement).  If you have already registered on Fidelity.com, you 
can already view, print and download your statements.  What would change is that 
Fidelity would no longer send you a hard copy in the  mail.  Please let me know if you 
are interested. 
 
Thank you for your confidence.  Have a great summer! 
 

 
 

P. S.  A reminder that my office will be closed during the last week of August and first 
week of September while Marylou and I travel to Tanzania where we will hike Mount 
Kilimanjaro.  While I will have my Blackberry, I am told that access to e-mail and the 
internet may be limited. 
 



Bradyco Financial Performance 2004 to 2008 
 
Here are the performance results for three groups of composites: the growth group, 
the growth & income group (which have a greater focus on current cash generation 
than the more long-term focused growth group), and a composite containing all the 
portfolios managed by Bradyco Financial. 
 
 

Reminder: past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
 

All Assets 
7/04-
12/04 2005 2006 2007 

01/08 to 
06/08 

07/04 to 
06/08 

Bradyco Composite (all) 7.5% 3.7% 13.8% 10.8% -7.9% 6.8%
Growth composite 7.3% 3.5% 14.3% 12.7% -9.1% 7.0%
Growth & Income composite 8.0% 4.4% 12.8% 6.0% -4.4% 6.7%
S&P 500 index 10.9% 4.9% 15.8% 5.5% -11.9% 5.9%

All returns over 12 months are annualized and net of all expenses including investment management fees.  All 
composite returns are asset-weighted monthly and include cash.  All calculations use prices provided by 
Fidelity Investments.  Non-discretionary accounts and accounts with 100% cash are not included.  Index 
returns reflect the reinvestment of dividends. 

 
 

Stocks Only 
7/04-
12/04 2005 2006 2007 

01/08 to 
06/08 

07/04 to 
06/08 

Bradyco Composite (all) 9.8% 5.0% 18.0% 14.5% -9.5% 9.2%
Growth composite 8.4% 3.5% 17.3% 16.5% -10.5% 8.4%
Growth & Income composite 16.6% 10.8% 19.8% 7.9% -6.0% 12.2%
S&P 500 index 10.9% 4.9% 15.8% 5.5% -11.9% 5.9%

All returns over 12 months are annualized and do NOT include investment management fees.  All returns are 
asset-weighted monthly and do not include any non-stock investments including equity mutual funds.  All 
calculations use prices provided by Fidelity Investments.  Non-discretionary accounts and accounts with 
100% cash are not included.  Index returns reflect the reinvestment of dividends. 


